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Post-Carbon Economy Summit Maribor, Slovenia 

GCAS and Alma Mater Europaea will be hosting a summit on Post-Carbon Economic Strategies 

in Maribor, Slovenia in April. The focus of this summit will be to create strategies and 

implementation of a post-carbon future. You can join the conversation on-line. Here is Leonardo 

DiCaprio making a plea to develop an alternative to the oil […] 
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Lecture by Prof. Catherine Malabou 

We are honored that the preeminent philosopher, Prof. Catherine Malabou will be lecturing at 

The Global Center for Advanced Studies (GCAS). s a French philosopher. She is professor in the 

Philosophy Department at the Centre for Research in Modern European Philosophy (CRMEP) at 

Kingston University. The Lecture will be introduced by Prof. Julie Reshe director of GCAS’ 

Institute […] 

 
 

GCAS Deleuze Series Free Lectures–Prof. Faulkner 

We are pleased to announce the resumption of the Deleuze lecture series on Sunday, 31 of 

January at 6pm New York time. I apologize for the short notice; I hope you can all make it. This 

will be only the third lecture in the series and it will be a qualitative leap from the previous […] 

Who We Are 

A New School 

The Global Center for Advanced Studies is a not for profit school created by professors and 

activists across the world who believe education has been turned into a business. It is our mission 

to take education back because we believe education is not for sale but about human flourishing. 

Through our partnership with an accredited university in Europe, GCAS is providing the highest 

quality bachelor (BA), master (MA) and doctoral (PhD) degree in the humanities for a fraction of 

the tuition costs currently being charged to students. These degree programs will commence in 

2016. Ultimately, through independent support and partnerships, our vision is to provide a free 

education for all people in the world.  Join with us in taking back education for the people. 

A High Quality Alternative 

Unlike the mainstream “corporate” university or college, GCAS is community that makes 

critical and tactical use of new and hybrid forms of education, offering courses and 

programs that aim to reach a global audience through cutting-edge technologies and new 

media. We provide the space and time to critically and honestly reflect on the most 

fundamental issues confronting us today, including learning and creating new forms of 
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human life through research, collaboration, and partnerships. Participants in this 

community can take courses with us remotely (online) and in person. 

Join us and become part of an education solidarity network committed to human 

flourishing. 

Manifesto 

 

 
 

GCAS Europa 

 

 
 

We are excited about GCAS Europa which is our collaboration with and the Institute of 

Humanities Studies () and is located in five countries in central Europe including 

Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Italy and Croatia. In addition, AMEU is part of a wider 
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scholarly and research network called the located in Salzburg, Austria, which includes 29 

Nobel Laureates and 1,700 leading scientists and artists.  
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GCAS Events 

We've made it easier than ever to get started. Ready to join 

the revolution in higher education? 

GCAS Blog 
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